We are born to have fun. It’s in our DNA. We chase it before we can walk. We pursue it because it feels good. Because it makes us feel alive. But the older we get, the more we find ourselves slowly exchanging joy for responsibility. Until we get to the point where fun is the exception, not the rule.

Slingshot® is for those of us who never lost it. Designed, built, and engineered purely to wake up the butterflies in your stomach and make the hair stick up on the back of your neck. A vehicle where joy rides shotgun, because it has no backseat to take. It’s an injection of fun purely for the sake of fun.

Every Slingshot is an invitation to go for a joyride. It begs to be thrown into a corner, to be whipped into a donut, to spread an ear-to-ear grin across your face. So climb in, get behind the wheel, and surrender to the fun. After all, it’s what you were born to do.

SLINGSHOT THE ULTIMATE JOYRIDE™
The Slingshot® S is fun in its most pure form. Its open-air, road-hugging ride introduces the driver to the pavement as if you are meeting for the very first time. Its waterproof cockpit surrounds you in the environment.

Its sporty five-speed manual transmission throws power to an asphalt-hungry rear wheel. And standard? ABS disc brakes and Electronic Stability & Traction Control. It all comes together for one mission—slap a grin across your face a mile wide.

White Lightning

Slingshot S not available in Canada.
rear cast-aluminum machined wheels put style first. And a 100-watt Rockford Fosgate® audio system has nearly as much punch as the engine. Step up your joyride with the Slingshot SL.
Slingshot® Ride Command® 7” multi-touch display system with turn-by-turn navigation comes standard. The SLR’s 20” 305mm forged-aluminum rear wheel grips the asphalt. More style, performance, and most importantly, more fun.

Add more performance, get more fun. The Slingshot® SLR has a sporty cockpit, topped off with a Sparco® steering wheel, shift knob, and pedal covers. When you hug curves, the SLR sport bucket seats hug you right back.

SLR

Afterburner Orange

Red Pearl
Its Slingshade® keeps the sun out, but lets the elements come along for the ride. A tall clear wind deflector, quilted comfort seats, and rear color-matched fender make it look as fun as it feels. If you're in it for the long haul, so are we.
Look the part. Play the part.
Rep your ride with official Slingshot® apparel and gear.
See the entire collection online.

Make it your own joyride.
Customize your Slingshot with official brand parts and accessories. Explore a variety of possibilities online.

The more. The merrier.
Ride together with Club Slingshot,™ the owners community of Slingshot. We’re about having fun, getting out there, and joyriding with each other. Learn more at ClubSlingshot.com
Slingshot® is a three-wheeled motorcycle. It is not an automobile, it does not have airbags, and it does not meet automotive safety standards. Three-wheel vehicles may handle differently than other vehicles, especially in wet conditions. Always wear DOT-approved full face helmet and fasten seat belts. Driver may need a valid motorcycle endorsement. Don’t drink and drive. BILSTEIN is a trademark of Thyssenkrupp AG GmbH. Rockford Fosgate® is a registered trademark of Rockford Corporation. Sparco® is a registered trademark of Sparco S.p.A. ©2018 Polaris Industries Inc. Cover image photographer: Jaromír Kavan. US models shown in photography.

The Polaris Slingshot® accessories website designates the accessories designed to fit your vehicle. Follow the website instructions to determine which accessories you can install on your vehicle. When adding accessories, equipment, passengers and luggage to your vehicle, do not exceed the total weight capacity of the vehicle or of the front or rear axle (GVWR or GAWR, as indicated on the safety compliance certification label). Ask an authorized dealer for specific weight information if you need assistance. It is the owner’s responsibility to use the Polaris Slingshot® accessories website as a tool for limiting the amount of accessories, based on maximum allowable vehicle weight requirements. For a complete listing of the accessories that are available for your vehicle, please contact your authorized dealer or visit the online store website. It may be a violation of the Clean Air Act or the NHTSA regulations to disregard these requirements.

Your joyride awaits at Slingshot.Polaris.com/Joyride